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I. THE MYMEMEX SYSTEM

MyMemex server consists of a web server, a data collection agent, a file handler, and a database. The data collection agent makes connections to the company web services and stores the collected “web data” (phone logs, credit card usage logs, e-mails, and so on) to the memex database. The web server enables the users to view the collected data and get the results for the queries. The users can also upload the “file data” such as image, video, and audio files locally stored in user’s personal computer. Before saving the memex data, the web server converts the various types of data into the standard 4W1H form. The “memex event ontology” is used in the conversion.

Related events tend to happen consecutively. A group of related events is called an “episode”. Given a series of memex events, MyMemex employs a heuristic algorithm to solve the episode classification problem.

II. USER INTERFACE

MyMemex provides two types of data view – “4W1H view” and the “story view”. 4W1H (when, where, who, what, and how) view is shown in Fig. 2. Memex data are shown in 4W1H form chronologically. Users can navigate through old and new data and simple keyword-based search is available.

The story view provides the user with a view of diary or article styles. Each memex datum is converted to one sentence whereas “how” becomes another separate sentence. Each episode forms one paragraph.

III. EPISODE CLASSIFICATION

Our episode classification algorithm is based on the following heuristics: (1) the memex data within a small time window (i.e., their when’s are very close) are in one episode; (2) if the data is within a bit larger time window and have the same “who” or “where”, they are in one episode. The data that their episode ID’s are assigned to by the algorithm are saved into the database. Then the heuristics is applied again among the remaining data where episode ID’s are not given.

Table 1 shows the number of total data, the number of correctly classified data. The accuracy indicates that the heuristics is performing relatively well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The number of memex data</th>
<th>The number of correctly classified</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>494</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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